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INTROdUCTION
In﻿ recent﻿years,﻿ cultural﻿ tourism﻿has﻿ increased,﻿ resulting﻿ in﻿ an﻿ intensification﻿of﻿ the﻿diversity﻿of﻿
ways﻿of﻿living,﻿demanding﻿new﻿and﻿renewed﻿dynamics﻿intrinsic﻿to﻿globalization﻿(King,﻿1991).﻿This﻿
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With﻿ meaningful﻿ socio-spatial﻿ flows﻿ and﻿ changes﻿ occurring﻿ in﻿ a﻿ fast﻿ pace,﻿ how﻿ can﻿ we﻿
























“(...) If on the one hand the intangible heritage appears dependent on a material space – a territory 
– full of meaning, or landscape that evokes this, the immaterial heritage always shows a relationship 
subject/area, even though both are subtext. (...) To consider the immaterial heritage as a solo element 
will result in decontextualization and, consequently, a loss of significance. (...)” (2010, p. 571, own 
translation)1
Throughout﻿the﻿process﻿of﻿development﻿and﻿design﻿of﻿the﻿artefact,﻿it﻿was﻿considered﻿that﻿cultural﻿
identity﻿ is﻿ intrinsically﻿ related﻿ to﻿ the﻿ “other”.﻿ The﻿ way﻿ we﻿ relate﻿ to﻿ others,﻿ whether﻿ we﻿ identify﻿
ourselves﻿distinctly﻿or﻿similarly,﻿the﻿way﻿we﻿see﻿ourselves﻿versus﻿how﻿they﻿see﻿us,﻿as﻿Woodward﻿says﻿
in﻿her﻿book﻿“Gender, Class, Nation”:
“(...) although as individuals we have to take up identities actively, those identities are necessarily 
the product of the society in which we live and our relationship with others. Identity provides a link 
between individuals and the world in which they live. Identity combines how I see myself and others 
see me. Identity involves the internal and the subjective, and the external. It is a socially recognized 
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-﻿ draws﻿ on﻿ the﻿ ongoing﻿ dialogue﻿ between﻿ physical﻿ gestures,﻿ movements﻿ and﻿ visual﻿ elements,﻿
promoting﻿ innovative﻿ artistic﻿ interventions﻿ that﻿ expand﻿ the﻿ boundaries﻿ between﻿ the﻿ real﻿ and﻿ the﻿
virtual.﻿This﻿is﻿patent﻿in﻿the﻿initiatives﻿of﻿the﻿Japanese﻿performing﻿arts﻿company﻿´Enra´﻿(2016),﻿in﻿
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However,﻿ in﻿ this﻿ relationship﻿ between﻿ the﻿ economic﻿ importance﻿ of﻿ tourism﻿ (in﻿ the﻿ context﻿







(...) which refers to the possible correspondence between mneumonic location systems and mneumonic 
series of images: is it possible to establish relations of compatibility between different kinds of spaces 

















Figure 1. The four areas selected for exploration
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Figure 2. One of the accesses to the Bolhão Market, Porto
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Figure 3. The different interaction spaces of ‘FeelOpo’
Figure 4. The tram Line 1: Passeio Alegre-Infante on the northern bank of the Douro River
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Figure 5. The São Bento railway station
Figure 6. Visualization of the ‘FeelOpo’ installation
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More﻿ than﻿ show﻿ touristic﻿ places,﻿ ‘FeelOpo’﻿ integrates﻿ technology﻿ with﻿ ethnographic﻿ knowledge﻿
to﻿ propose﻿ multidimensional﻿ experiences.﻿ The﻿ interoperability﻿ between﻿ the﻿ real﻿ and﻿ the﻿ digital﻿
Figure 7. Different layers of the projection
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By mediating between the concrete and the abstract, the micro and the macro perspective, the viewer, 
in his view, is confronted with two different forms of aesthetic experience: immersion and reflexivity. 
It is exactly the tension between these two forms of reception that gives these installations their 




generation﻿of﻿new﻿knowledge,﻿ and,﻿maybe,﻿ the﻿ (re)interpretation﻿and﻿expansion﻿of﻿ an﻿ intangible﻿
heritage.
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